Abstract-This paper considers the task of locating articulated poses of multiple robots in images. Our approach simultaneously infers the number of robots in a scene, identifies joint locations and estimates sparse depth maps around joint locations. The proposed method applies staged convolutional feature detectors to 2D image inputs and computes robot instance masks using a recurrent network architecture. In addition, regression maps of most likely joint locations in pixel coordinates together with depth information are computed. Compositing 3D robot joint kinematics is accomplished by applying masks to joint readout maps. Our end-to-end formulation is in contrast to previous work in which the composition of robot joints into kinematics is performed in a separate postprocessing step. Despite the fact that our models are trained on artificial data, we demonstrate generalizability to real world images.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we consider the task of estimating kinematic robot chains in images and videos. This technology enables enriched scene understanding for mobile robotics in unknown industrial environments. In particular the task of spatio-temporal coordination with static or other mobile robotic entities is avoided. While the estimation of human and animal body parts in images has been studied intensively in literature, the application towards robotics did not receive similar attention for various reasons: Images of robots present a unique set of challenges: First, robotic appearance, in contrary to human appearance, is featureless and poses difficulties in locating points of interest in pixel-space and depth. Furthermore, there are no large established datasets for robot pose estimation to be used in the context of machine learning applications.
In this paper we present a method for estimating articulated robot poses. Figure 1 outlines our approach. Our method generates joint belief and depth maps for all robots in a single 2D input color image. Given belief and depth maps, a recurrent instance segmentation network generates robot instance masks. Finally, a kinematic chain is reconstructed by masking belief and depth maps using the instance masks, locating the most likely joint location in pixel space and reprojecting the coordinates into 3D via depth information. We harvest training data solely from a non-realistic 3D simulation. Finally, we show that our approach generalizes from simulation to real world image data.
The main contributions of this work are: (1) a novel approach to jointly estimate depth and location of robot joints from 2D image data, (2) an interplay with instance segmentation to avoid complex joint-to-robot inference queries, and (3) a demonstration of a pipeline containing an upstream simulation step that allows the model to generalize from artificial to real world images. , and -by combination of these -the complete kinematics chain per robot in 3d. We perform training on artificially rendered images and show that the method performs well on both, artificial and real data (d).
II. RELATED WORK
Articulated pose estimation, the task of identifying joint and body parts to recover pose from visual input, has been studied intensively for human kinematics in literature. Traditionally marker-less methods use a pictorial approach [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] that represent an object by a collection of parts arranged in deformable configuration. Body part locations are predicted by individually trained detectors. The rise of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) led to an increased robustness of local body part location [5] , [6] , [7] . Body configurations are represented by a graph like structure with spring like forces, or probabilities attached, from which the most likely configuration is extracted using belief propagation [8] , [9] , [2] , [10] .
Multi body pose detection is typically approached in either of two ways. The top down approach to multi body pose estimation employs an object body detector followed by single pose estimation in proposal regions [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . Bottom up approaches locate instance independent features, such as joint locations, that are then arranged into body instances [17] , [18] , [7] . Newell et al. [6] showed that sequential prediction of body parts with intermediate loss functions helped avoiding vanishing gradients in deep network architectures. Cao et al. [19] proposes a staged prediction network of belief and body affinity maps in which individual poses are extracted solving a bipartite graph matching problem. Papandreou et al. [20] employ a bottom up approach to predict and group key-points on relative distances. The decoded poses are then used to provide an instance level segmentation of the scene.
Robot pose estimation is a key ingredient in eye-to-hand D r a f t visual servoing applications [21] to control robots by visual input. Traditionally, these methods try to be as accurate as possible in their measurements and therefore rely on 3D depth input [22] , [23] . Levine et al. [24] show that hand-eye coordination can be learned in the context of grasping from monocular images. Miseikis et al. [25] demonstrate the usage of CNNs for predicting joint coordinates of a single robot trained on a robot specific image dataset. In a follow-up work [26] they illustrated that transfer learning can significantly reduce the number of required training samples. Deep learning from artificial images enables machine learning on virtually unlimited amount of data. Furthermore, annotations are typically generated together with the data itself. Hence, no tedious manual labelling is required. Artificial data was recently used to perform 3D hand tracking from 2D images [27] . For autonomous driving 3D rendered images were used to train an image segmentation system [28] . Artificial data was also used for human pose estimation [29] . Tobin et al. [30] showed that random colorization provides a mechanism for generating artificial data that generalizes to real world objects of simple shape.
In this work we fusion results from multi person detections and visual servoing for multi robot pose estimation based on artificial training data generated via a simulation step. Our method is similar in nature to the human body part prediction of Cao et al. [19] and Newell et al. [6] , but additionally estimates a sparse depth map for each joint location. It extends the method of [26] to multiple robots through an instance segmentation module, that is an extension of a recurrent neural network proposed by Romera et al. [31] . We propose an upstream simulation step to generate artificial training data using a variant of domain randomization [30] adapted to freeform objects. Experiments show, our method generalizes to real images of complex scenery. Figure 2 . A simulator produces color images I ∈ R 3×H×W composed of a varying number of robots R in random pose ( Figure 2a) . Next, the joint localization model (Figure 2b ), a feed forward neural network, takes as input the style transformed images and predicts joint beliefB ∈ R J×H×W , with J usually being 6, and a single depth mapD ∈ R 1×H×W . The results are then fed into the instance model (Figure 2c ), which estimates a set of dense pixel segmentation masksŜ ∈ R 1×H×W , one for per robot, using recurrent connections. To predict a robot pose, a segmentation maskŜ is applied elementwise to all channels of the belief mapB, thus narrowing down the search for a single instance. Next, individual joints are localized in each of the belief maps by applying non maximum suppression or Laplacian-of-Gaussians [32] . Finally, the 3D coordinates of joints are reconstructed using estimated depthD and camera intrinsics K.
III. METHOD Our approach is outlined in

A. ARTIFICIAL DATA AND PREPROCESSING
Before any deep learning methods can be applied, a sufficiently large amount of training data needs to be available. For the domain at hand it is impractical to rely on manually annotated real data and to the best of our knowledge no such datasets exist. We therefore propose to use artificially generated images of robots. We make use of the freely available Blender software to generate a large number of training images. Figure 3 illustrates how artificial images are generated. The robots are first rendered in 3D with random configurations. Then, real world images are added as background. The 3D rendering pipeline produces rendered RGB color images I, segmentation masks S, and 2D pixel joint locations (used to generate ground truth belief maps B) as well as 3D joint locations (used to generated ground truth depth maps D).
There is a set of parameters that are randomly chosen to generate a large variety of training images:
• Robot visibility: A random variable v r ∼ Bernoulli(θ vr ) with hyper-parameter θ vr controls the global visibility of each robot and is sampled per robot per frame.
• Robot color: The diffuse color of every robot, or every joint, is sampled uniformly Uniform(0, n color ) from a set of n color linear spaced colors in HSV space.
• Camera position: The virtual camera with intrinsic parameters K ∈ R 3×3 is randomly positioned on a hemisphere with radius c r ∼ Uniform(0, r max ), inclination angle c θ ∼ Uniform(0, π) and azimuth angle c φ ∼ Uniform(0, 2π). Each camera is directed towards the center of the scene.
D r a f t
• Joint angles: Poses of the robot are randomly chosen by assigning random joint angles α j to each of the joints j with α j ∼ Uniform(−π/2, π/2).
• Background image: 3D renderings of the robots in different poses are masked and drawn on top of real photos. Background images are randomly chosen from a fixed pool of images. Each background is randomly scaled and cropped.
• Image noise: Some noise is added to the final generated images. The amplitude a is randomly chosen with uniform distribution a ∼ Uniform(0, 30) (with pixel values ranging from 0 to 255). Besides the artificial images, which serve as input to the neural networks, it is possible to extract other useful data from the rendering pipeline. Essentially, we store 3d robot joint locations and masks of rendered robots in the images. This data is fed as ground truth into the loss functions that are used for neural network training.
B. LOCALIZATION
The details of the localization model are shown in Figure  4 . Its task is the prediction of robot joint beliefsB and depth mapsD from color image input I. Our approach, in style of Wei et al. [7] , iteratively refines its estimates via a successive application of fully convolutional stages 1 . Here C is block consisting of (Conv, BN, ReLU) with number of output features written above and kernel size below, S is a sigmoid layer, and U a block composition of nearest neighbor interpolation, C blocks (3x3) followed by S.
First, color images are fed through a pre-trained VGG [33] network to generate base features of size R F×H ×W . Next, each stage simultaneously predicts joint belief and single depth maps R J+1×H ×W . Both, belief and depth image entries are in the [0, 1] range, naturally produced by a sigmoid output layer at each stage. Additionally, an upsample filter using nearest-neighbor interpolation followed by convolutional elements, transforms outputs to color image dimensions R J+1×H×W . Except for the first stage, inputs are 1 Details of our architecture can be found at https://github.com/ cheind/robot-pose composed of a channel concatenated version of outputs of the previous stage and base features.
During training, we apply two losses after each stage to the up-sampled outputs. The first loss L B 2 directly penalizes the squared error between predictedB and target joint belief maps B. Regarding the depth loss, target depth values Z are transformed to the [0, 1] range by applying an inverse depth D = a 1 Z + b transformation [34] . The complete training loss for stage n in the joint localization model is given by
where Ω ∈ R H×W is the image domain and W p is a pixel wise weight given as a function of the maximum belief at pixel p
Here φ is a tunable hyper-parameter that controls the radius of a disc of constant depth centered at joints. The total loss for the joint model accumulates over all stages
When predicting from the model, only the result from the last stage is used. in training the intermediate loss signals at every stage help addressing the vanishing gradient problem [7] .
C. INSTANCE SEGMENTATION
The instance model, shown in Figure 5 , follows a recurrent architecture using convolutional gated recurrent units (ConvGRU) [35] . Convolutional recurrent cells replace fully connected layers of conventional GRUs by convolutional operators. This effectively makes them independent of lateral input dimensions, exploits the nature of convolutional inputs and reduces the number of parameters. Architecture of the instance segmentation module unrolled for R + 1 iterations. Given VGG features and joint prediction concatenated into the tensor F, the system generates pixel-wise segmentation masks by refining the output of convolutional gated recurrent units (ConvGRU). A context module down-samples F to provide global information as initial state seed. The cell also takes F as input in every iteration. Abbreviations explained in Figure 4 , except for M which refers to max-pooling.
The model input F ∈ R J+1+F×H ×W is composed of localization predictionsB andD concatenated with VGG base D r a f t features of the input image I. The context module downsamples F via a sequence of convolution blocks followed by max pooling operations. It provides global image context, in spirit of the contraction paths in U-Nets [36] . Its output C ∈ R J+1+F×H ×W forms the initial ConvGRU state seed. The input to the ConvGRU cell is F in all iterations. The cell's output is a low-resolution feature map that is then fed into a fully convolutional refine block generating the final instance segmentation maskŜ ∈ R 1×H×W .
During training the number of robots R and target masks S are provided. We augment S by an end-of-sequence mask without any pixel activation. Thus, let S ∈ R R+1×H×W . Given I and access to the localization network, we predict S ∈ R R+1×H×W . The instance segmentation loss L graph is composed of a term penalizing robot instance segmentation errors and end-of-sequence mismatches. To account for the permutation invariance of robot instances we solve a minimum weight matching problem in bipartite graphs [37] between the first R masks of S andŜ. The cost associated for assigning instance mask S i toŜ j is computed by a continuous version of the intersection-over-union metric [38] given by
where the inner product ·, · is applied to instance masks reshaped as column vectors. For the end-of-sequence mask at index R + 1 the standard squared error loss L 2 is applied to target and prediction masks. The combined loss for instance segmentations is thus
where A ∈ {0, 1} R×R is Boolean matrix with A i j = 1 if target robot i is assigned to prediction j. Constrained to each row must assigned to at most one column and vice versa.
IV. RESULTS
In the following we describe the training procedure, evaluation of our method on synthetic and real world data, and provide runtime metrics.
A. TRAINING
For training of joint and instance models, a set of 10.000 random robot scenes were generated with the following parameters: θ vr = 0.75, n color = 400, r max = 10 m. Two distinct collections of random background images (city and industrial theme) were used as synthetic training-and test-set backgrounds. We trained the joint localization model using five stages with input images down-sampled to 480 × 640. A VGG network, pre-trained on detection, was used to generate base features. We used Adam [39] , η = 1 × 10 −3 , optimization with mini-batch learning for a total of 30 epochs.
B. EVALUATION
We first evaluate the joint model on the artificial test data set with respect to pixel and depth errors. We define the pixel localization error as the Euclidean distance between predicted and target coordinates. Figure 6 compares the errors of two joint prediction methods. The estimation of the base joints (1-2) is considerably more accurate then the prediction of the later joints. Especially the fifth and sixth joint, located closely at the robot tip, are harder to detect precisely. We reason that this is because later joints show more movement, orientation and are smaller in image space compared to base joints. Our findings are also observed in Miseikis et al. [25] . Depth accuracy is only calculated for regions where ground truth belief maps are above threshold φ . We subdivide the maximum depth of 10 m into a near and far range and evaluate separately. Table I summarizes the depth errors for the artificial test set in centimeters averaged over all joints. Details are shown in figure 8b . The results are comparable to the findings in Miseikis et al. [25] , however we note that our distance in training and evaluation is considerably larger (by factor of 2). Unfortunately their dataset was not accessible to us at the time of preparing the paper for comparative results. We evaluate the instance model on artificial test data using the average precision (AP) metric [40] , measuring the maximum precisions at different recall values. For each scene we iterate the model as long as at least a fraction (5%) of pixels are activated. We report the average pixel activation as a measure of confidence for our predictions. Since the AP requires rectangular boxes for evaluation, we generate one bounding rectangle per instance from pixels with activation level above 0.6. Figure 7a shows precision recall curves for varying thresholds of intersection-over-union (IoU). Table 7b summarizes the average precision.
Besides artificial data, we evaluated our approach on real world images of robots. We collected a set of 23 images of a Stäubli RX130 robot from our lab in random poses. We annotated joint coordinates by hand and computed pixel errors as before (see Figure 8a) . The results indicate that our method generalizes to real world data, despite training was performed on outputs of a simple, unrealistic simulation step. In Figure 10 we superimpose the detected kinematic chain on top of input images. 
C. RUNTIME CONSIDERATIONS
We run all experiments on an desktop PC with Nvidia GTX 1080i GPU, INTEL i7-8700 CPU, and 16GB RAM. Table II summarizes the individual runtimes of different parts of our pipeline. Belief prediction is independent of the number of robot instances and real-time capable. Retrieving a single segmentation mask is fast as well, but bound by the number of instances in the image. Extracting joint coordinates through non maxima suppression can leverage GPU power through max-pooling operations. For Laplacian of Gaussian we resorted to an untuned CPU implementation.
V. DISCUSSION
In this work we consider a novel approach for simultaneously localizing and segmenting robot instances in 2D images. We show that harvesting training data from a nonrealistic simulation suffices to generalize from artificial training data to real world images. Thereby we completely avoid a costly data collection and annotation step.
Criticsm Considering the instance model, we find that it is rather tricky to train and its runtime is lower bounded by the number of instances in the image. In future work, we will address alternative methods for instance segmentation to avoid these issues. Further, we plan to extend our experiments to different types of robots in the wild. Such experiments require a standardized robot pose estimation dataset for traceable and reproducible results, which is unfortunately currently unavailable to the research community.
